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THE WHEATCROFT BOYS
Newark, New Jersey
York City. It seems that a
was an industrial center Edward & George of Newark, New Jersey business relationship would
in the early 19th century
continue
between
the
By Jim Fox
with a population in
Wheatcrofts and Belchers
1830 of 11,000 souls. Many varied manufacturers
for years to come.
produced all sorts of goods for the young United
From the time of their arrival in America until
States of America in this growing city. Our focus in
1839 no historical information could be found conthis article is the tool manufacturing brothers, Edward
cerning the businesses of Edward and George. In
and George Wheatcroft.
1839 the Newark City Directories listed Edward
The two boys were born in England, possibly the
Wheatcroft as a plane manufacture located at 3 Shefsons of John Wheatcroft of John Wheatcroft & Sons,
field Street. Between 1839 and 1849 Edward moved
Sheffield. Nothing could be
several times ending up at
found
concerning
their
138 State Street where he
youth. The story begins
would remain.
He was
when thirty four year old
listed variously as a maker
Edward immigrated to New
of mason trowels, ship
York City in 1833 with his
scrapers and carpenter tools.
wife, Martha, and young
It appears that he left the
daughter, Eliza. Three sons,
tool making business around
William, Henry and Charles
1855 – 1860 and became a
would be born to them in the
clerk and then an agent or a
Beech plated brace made by
US.
Edward's younger
manufacturer of “Fancy
Geo. Wheatcroft, Newark, NJ
brother, George, followed in
Steel & Glass Goods.” It
1834 at twenty three years of
has been suggested that Edage and unmarried. They
ward went on to be part of
moved to Newark, NJ soon after arriving in the US.
the Belcher Brothers diversified companies. Charles
Both men seemed to have been apprenticed in the
Belcher had established a successful stained glass
family tool making trade.
business around this time.
Interestingly, Edward was married to Martha
George Wheatcroft was first listed in the Newark
(Belcher) Wheatcroft, sister of Thomas, William and
City Directories in 1840 as a maker of carpenter tools.
Charles Belcher, founders of Belcher Brothers, rule
He was located at the Washington Factory, 389 Broad
manufacturers in Camptown (Irvington), NJ. The
Street, later to be known as the Hedenberg Works in
Belcher Brothers also maintained sales offices in New
1847. Hedenberg Works was an industrial building
complex in Newark, occupied by many manufacturers
including the tool maker, William Johnson. George
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President’s Corner - A Strong Year For CRAFTS
Hello to all! I hope that you have enjoyed a happy and
productive Summer. Perhaps you have found a few tool treasures to add to your collection!
Here in New Jersey we have had abundant rain so the gardens
have done well but so has the lawn. It has been a challenge to
keep up with the mowing but happily everything is green!
Evergreen is the theme of my message. To Keep Crafts evergreen and viable we depend upon you, our loyal members and
the fine directors who work together to keep things running. I
am happy to report that CRAFTS is in superb shape both financially and organizationally.
We closed out fiscal year 2016 smoothly and without any
problems. This was no accident. Hank left us with very excellent documentation so it was easy for me to take over the
Treasurer’s process at least temporarily. Thanks to Bob Garay
for jumping in to act in the capacity to back up check signing
should the need arise in the future. Having back up is an important part of our strategy. If you would like to step up and
work with a Director as an apprentice please do so. It is fun
and you will learn a lot.
We have had some wonderful good fortune in finding a
full-time treasurer to continue Hank’s fiscal legacy. Member
Ed Rentsch has stepped up and is already learning the treasurer’s processes. I will work with Ed over the next quarter to
process the financial transactions that help keep CRAFTS viable. Ed comes to us with substantial engineering management
experience. He is calm and focused and has already contributed innovative ideas to help us make the Treasurer’s process
even more efficient. Thanks, Ed.
Stew May is recognized for taking over the entire membership management process. Formerly, a lot of this work was
done by Hank. I decided to consolidate the membership process to add efficiency and spread out the work load. So, when
you think of the CRAFTS new membership process, The Picnic sign up, the renewal process, and all CRAFT’s Communications thank Stew.
You may know that CRAFTS is a 501 C 7 corporation.
That means that we have nonprofit status. We can raise some
funds which we do using our April auction. The amount we
can raise is capped. We try to run the club so that we break
about even for each fiscal year. I am pleased to let you know
that we closed fiscal year 2016 on June 30th and we broke almost even. This recognizes the conservative and careful management of your Board.
Recently we had some heartwarming feedback on the Tool
Shed. The widow of a long-term member, recently deceased
praised the quality of the Tool Shed and told us that even
though he couldn’t attend the meetings her husband remained
an involved member of CRAFTS because of the Tool Shed.
Kudos Bob!
So that’s all for now. I know that Steve Zlucky is already
gearing up for the 2018 Auction. If you have tools to sell don’t
forget to let him know. The picnic is right around the corner on
September 10th at Life Camp in Pottersville, NJ. John Czekaj
and his team has done a wonderful job planning the activities
and making sure that all will be ready. Looking forward to
seeing you there!
Very Best, Ivan

(Cont. from pg. 1)

moved twice between 1843 and 1845. He was married
to Ann Hatcraft of Newark on November 17, 1844.
George returned to Washington Factory where he remained until he died on August 17, 1860 at 49 years of
age. He was survived by his wife, Ann. George is
much better known than his brother, Edward, and his
tools are more plentiful. Alexander Farnham (See bibliography) states that William Belcher sold marking,
cutting and mortice gauges made by George Wheatcroft. After George's death there was a recorded
inventory of his estate which included consigned
tools in the hands of Wm. Belcher and other sellers.
No
information
about the brothers has
been found from the
period of 1834 until
1839 when they began
to be listed in the city
directories. However,
there is plenty of eviPhoto - 2
dence that they were
busy together in a partnership manufacturing tools.
Although no official record can be found of a partnership the tools themselves bear testimony of one. The
stamp, E & G Wheatcroft, Makers, can be found on a
number of tools still extant. (See Photo 2) In my collection I have two mortise gauges, one marking gauge
and a spoke shave with this maker mark. In a number
of auction listings I've
seen offerings with
this same stamp including a Horst Auction Center, Summer
2014 tool sale that
listed
Lot
317,
“Wedge arm leather
slitting gauge with
good deep set tradePhoto - 3
mark on side of oval
fence.” The two mortise gauges mentioned above are of the stuffed brass
frame, “Ultimatum,” style found in England. (Photo 3)
Both have slotted fixing and adjusting screws used to
operate the gauges. These men, fresh off the boat from
England, made gauges in the style to which they were
familiar. As the years went by their gauges became
similar to the American style.
It is interesting that there appears to be more tools
of the E & G partnership available to us than examples
of Edward Wheatcroft's work while he was in business
by himself. I am in possession of two of Edward's

Photo - 4

Photo - 5

tools, a rosewood mortise gauge and a large rosewood
handled square with an 18 inch blade. (Photos 4 & 5)
His tools are equal in quality to that of any other tool
manufacturer of his day. One suggestion for the small
available quantity of Edward's tools could be that they
are often missed due to the small and innocuous size of
his maker's stamp. The letters are 1/16” tall and make a
shallow mark which is difficult to read. It simply
reads, E.WHEATCROFT
and can be confused with an
owner's stamp. Also, his
marks are often over
stamped with owner marks.
Even so, his tools come up
occasionally but are quite
Photo - 6
rare. (See photo 6)
Another reason that so few of the Edward Wheatcroft's tools are found is that he was involved in other
pursuits in addition to tool making. The Belcher brothers moved their rule factory to Camp Town, NJ in
1843. It is reported that the machinery in this facility
was powered by a water wheel. The water and mill
works were designed and managed by none other than
Edward Wheatcroft. This is not surprising since his
immigration papers list him as a miller. He became a
very important member of the family in business and
otherwise.
A number of articles have been written in the “Tool
Shed” about the quality of George Wheatcroft's tools.
He exhibited braces in the Philadelphia Franklin Insti-

Top pad saw made by E&G Wheatcroft, the bottom saw is
by Geo. Wheatcroft. From collection of Chuck Grannick.
(Cont. on pg. 4)
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tute's fairs from 1850
to 1853. His braces
showed improvement
each year of submisPhoto - 8
sion. His tools are of
a high quality and if
you are ever able to
examine one of his
braces that quality
Photo - 9
would become readily
apparent. To
the
right are samples of
the high quality displayed in his tools.
Photo - 8 shows a mitre square with the
fancy brass escutch- Photos 8 & 9 above showing the
eon often incorpo- distinctive quality in Geo. Wheatrated with his squares. croft’s tools. Chuck Grannick
collection.
Below
the
mitre
square is a sample of a bevel square. Even though this
is a simple tool, George Wheatcroft makes it a little
special with the distinctive knurling machined into the
base of the thumbscrew. (See photo 9)
George's marking and mortise gauges are fairly
plentiful. I have a dozen of them in my collection including an early one with some English features.
(Photos 10 & 11) He used two different maker marks

Photo - 10

Photo - 11

in his career. The earlier mark is larger with three
straight lines, GEO.WHEATCROFT, line one, NEWARK, line 2 and NJ, line 3. (Photo 12) The second and
more recent mark is tiny with letters in an upper arch,
GEO.WHEATCROFT, a straight line under that,
NEWARK-N.J, and a lower arch, WARRANTED.
These letters are less than 1/32” tall and the entire
stamp is only 5/8” wide. (Photo 13)

Rosewood and brass panel slitter by Geo. Wheatcroft.
Collection of Chuck Grannick.

Alexander Farnham states that both Edward and
George were making planes in the 1840s and the city
directories list Edward as a plane maker. However, I
have never seen a plane marked by either man. Emil &
Martyl Pollak's book, A Guide to the Makers of American Wooden Planes, 4th Edition, does not list any recorded plane maker marks for either brother. There
could be explanations for that lack of history but I'm
not sure what it would be except a very small production of planes by either man. If anyone has additional
information to share about these two men please feel
free to contact the author.
By the late 1860's the doors of both manufactories were
closed and the lights out. The end of an era. But the
memory of both men live on in the tools we find and
cherish! Enjoy!
(There are some very obvious discrepancies in dates
and other biographical information in the sources consulted. This is possibly a result of differences in the
original records. JEF)
Some of the information for this article is from observation of the tools available.
Information was also found in:
Early Tools of New Jersey and The Men Who Made
Them by Alexander Farnham
Copyright 1984
American Marking Gages Patented and Manufactured
by Milton Bacheller, Jr.
Copyright 2000
My Ruling Family-The Belcher Brothers & Cos. By
Charles Zachary Belcher
Copyright 2013
Jim Fox is retired and lives in St. Cloud, FL with his
wife, Candy.
foxyjim1940@gmail.com

Above left photo - 12. Above right photo - 13.
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wood, whether it be with a saw, or a sanding machine. By following the grain, a woodworker can
By Brian Winkelreid
transform the wood into a brilliant piece of art.
However, getting from wood blocks to artwork
By the time I turned ten-years-old, I had develrequires plenty of dedication and planning.
oped an intense interest in the gigantic woodshop
So when I wanted to begin a project, the first
that my neighbor built in his basement. Whenever
step
was to create a mechanical draft, complete
I stopped by Mr. Kean’s house, he would always
with every necessary measurement. In the begintake me downstairs to his shop and make a simple
ning, this step seemed to only apply to my wood
wooden craft for me. After visiting a few times, I
projects, but I learned that this principle was applibecame intrigued with how he produced various
cable to other facets of
tools and crafts out of
my life such as prioriwood, brass, and steel,
tizing homework asand I desired to learn
signments.
Through
about woodworking
drafting, I learned variunder Mr. Kean’s tuous equations and caltelage. However, Mr.
culations ranging from
Kean was skeptical
advanced geometry to
about teaching a child
basic calculus. From
who, at the time,
measuring areas, ancared for nothing but
gles, and side length, I
his electronic toys.
learned I loved playing
But, he did see my
with numbers and seepassion to learn about
ing what values resulthis work and eventued. This sparked my
ally accepted me as an
fascination with matheapprentice.
matics and design,
On my first day,
Herb Kean and Brian posing for a photo while taking a break
which ultimately led to
before I ever touched a
from working in the shop.
an interest in robotics
tool, I learned the basic
and engineering.
steps of how to construct
Keeping
organized
for
me as a ten year-old
a wooden masterpiece.
boy; I admittedly was untidy. But, as I kept going
 Create a plan detailing how to build the denext door every Saturday, I slowly began making a
sired product and draw a mechanical draft.
point of organizing my desk, activities, and chores
 Organize the workplace.
so I could be more efficient. By putting on safety
 Put on safety equipment and turn on any maequipment and special fans, I learned the value of
chines to help clean away sawdust.
preparedness and protecting myself or others
 Retrieve any desired wood, brass, or steel from
around me from possible harm.
storage upon Mr. Kean’s orders.
From my tinkering with numbers and sketch When cutting the wood, always go with the
ing
designs in Mr. Kean’s shop, I discovered a
grain.
field of work I enjoyed. As I went through the process of drafting, calculating, and shaping the
When Mr. Kean mentioned the last step, I bewood, I began feeling as if I was being shaped too.
came perplexed by its meaning. What exactly is
the “grain” he meant? The only grain I knew about
were the ingredients found in the Cheerios I ate for
breakfast every morning. Could it be similar?
This is an essay Brian wrote as part of his college
Eventually, I figured out the grain was the best
application. He is now entering his first year as an
physical direction for a woodworker to shape the

The Apprentice
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with me. What he meant was its dry surface and soft
muted coloration, acquired over years in a room with its
back to the window. I would think a large house where
they didn’t move their furniture over much.
For my talk at CRAFTS, I took with me 18 chairs
I also showed at CRAFTS, a large comb back with a
and 1 table. Jim Bode was extremely helpful in his role
top
splat
from the Vale of York, last quarter of the 18th
as van provider and driver, this would not have been
Century.
This
chair, purchased in a New York state aucpossible without him. Thank you, Jim.
tion, has had rockers attached
For me, Windsor's and stick
to it. Its surface also leaves
chairs are extremely interesting;
something to be desired as it
many styles, woods, shapes,
has been somewhat skinned by
colors, and the people coming to
an overenthusiastic restorer.
make them from diverse disciThe last of the 18th Century
plines influencing all of the
chairs, a small comb back
above. A comfortable armchair,
from Bristol, known affectionto be sat in or looked through,
ately in our house as the
one that does not take over a
‘Mickey Mouse chair’ on acroom as a block of upholstered
count of its ears. This chair has
seating can.
a great surface patination.
The first chair I showed, the
When
acquired it was very
garden chair of about 1740- John discussing one of the many Windsor chairs he
low.
So
I spent considerable
1760, made in ash, would have brought to the June meeting.
time
adding
to the legs, by
come from the garden of a large
fitting
each
leg
with
a
tapered
cone
joint,
which was
Palladian house - a large chair with a superb dished seat,
glued.
The
joint
carefully
distressed
and
colored
out.
relieved on its front bottom edge to give a feeling of
This
chair
still
re-quires
restoration
as
the
thin
seat
has
lightness. The comb is topped with a piece shaped in the
broken
on
two
occasions,
owmanner of a classical pediment, with perfunctory moulding to the design fault of all the
ing. This chair has had a reasonably hard life, some restress from the back teleplaced sticks, the legs cut down, some woodworm, and
graphing to the most narrow
no original paint, which would’ve been a soft green.
part of the thin seat. Looking at
Still at that age, who wouldn’t be a bit tired. I believe at
this chair, I wonder was it spethe present time there are 5 of these chairs known. The
cifically designed for use on
best one of these in the Victoria & Albert Museum in
board ship. The undercarriage
London, resplendent in its original green paint. This
is visually tight, the side scalchair was followed by an armchair of around 1770, elm
loped seat would accommodate
seat, cherry sticks and legs, double bow cowhorn
weapons attached to a belt.
stretcher and crook arms in walnut. The legs were morPerhaps the clincher to this
tised through the seat and wedged. A chair of great charconjecture, is that I saw one of
acter and color made around Lonthese chairs offered for sale
don/Thames Valley. Now we
that had (I only saw a photo)
come to the double-bow gothic
been painted black and white
Windsor armchair. I remember
in wrythen twists and quarters.
leaving $1,500. pounds on this at
Very dramatic. I once read Early 21st Century
auction and surprisingly that is
somewhere
that
British Welsh Stick Chair, made
what it cost - auctioneers! The
fighting ships of the 18th Cen- in USA by John Porritt.
chair is two thirds right, and one
tury were sometimes painted in English Burr Oak seat.
third later restoration, probably
this dramatic fashion.
from the 1950s. Gothic yew wood
Now, rather than continue to write about my talk,
Windsor's are considered at the
which seems to me to be starting to take on the shape of
pinnacle of the Windsor Chair
a list or catalogue, I shall write about a passion of mine:
pyramid. I’ve always enjoyed
Welsh Stick Chairs. I started making chairs in 1985,
them, thought generally my taste
influenced by a visit to the Metropolitan Museum of Art
veers to chairs with sticks. I refurniture section. Back in England I gravitated towards
member showing this chair years Late 20th Century
copying yew wood Windsor's from Lincolnshire. Great
ago to a dealer/collector of chairs, Welsh Stick Chair,
chairs with no splats and good lines. In 1988 we moved
and his comment of ‘What a won- aged, painted surfaces.
to the borderlands of Wales, and my workshop was in
derful old sleepy back.’ has stayed Made by John Porritt

June CRAFTS Meeting Presentation
Windsor Chairs - John Porritt
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Welshpool. This was when my interest in Welsh Stick
Chairs arrived. A Welsh Stick Chair would be known in
England or America as a Windsor Chair. Rarely made by a
professional chairmaker, they exhibit quirks and nuances
that with time and patination give them great charm. Incidentally, stick chairs were also made in Scotland, Ireland,
Australia, Tazmania, and several other places. The chairs
from Tazmania, known as Jimmy Possumm chairs, look like
a development of the Irish Hedge Chairs.
As regards the making, the seat a piece of oak, ash, elm,
or soft maple. Probably an off-cut, maybe knotty. Then the
armbow, either a gently curved branch for a low back chair
or branch almost grown as a right angle, cut in half down the
middle, then scarfed together, wedged to lock, and maybe
pegged to make doubly sure. Some makers made the bow
with a simple lap joint, then put on a capping piece to make
a 3 part arm, locked tight. The legs through mortised and
wedged. On the chairs that inspire me, mainly coming from
Radnorshire, Breconshire, the Borderlands with England and
some from Glamorgan, the sticks come through the armbow
then bend into the center a shade. This of course necessitates
the outer sticks bending backwards as well as inwards. This
locking the whole piece together. In my view, country-made
high tech. The variations of these chairs are quite vast and
quirky. The direct use of found materials not overworked is
a phrase that comes to mind. I get a lot of my ash and some
of my maple and oak from the limbs and small trees the cutters for the linemen leave behind.
In the 1990s a chairmaker, John Brown, wrote a superb
book, ‘Welsh Stick Chairs’. He wrote that he wouldn’t tell
you how to make a chair, but he would tell you how he made
his. This book for the spirit with which it was written is for
me the best book about woodworking that I know of. There
are some great chairs pictured in the book, plus some memorable quotes. “An artist is not a special kind of man, but all
men are a special kind of artist.” Ananda Coomeraswamy. I
suppose one of the great things about this book is the lack of
plans and rigid instruction which leaves the reader having to
use his or her eye to construct their chairs. There are a lot of
people today making Welsh Stick Chairs both good, bad,
and indifferent but the fact that they are doing it, some people coming at it with no woodworking experience whatsoever, is to be applauded.
I had a correspondence with John Brown in the 1990s, it
was interesting. I recommend his book. Look out for a publiYellow birch jointer plane by Cesar
Chelor the freed black slave of the
first American professional plane
maker Francis Nicholson. This is
the only jointer
plane known by
any 18th century
American maker. This plane has a new wedge and iron,
made by John Porritt. MJ Donnelly photo.

cation in the pipeline by the Lost Art Press, ‘The John
Brown Book’ by Chris Williams and Kieran Binnie.
Well I hope in this brief article to have conveyed some
of my love for these chairs and the places they come from.
When I see an early Welsh Stick Chair, I think of where in
the hedges and woods it may have grown, how long the man
took to make it working after hours. For me, it is a humbling
experience trying to get them right myself.
Native American style
crooked knife, maple
and re-worked straight
razor by John Porritt. Steel ferrule by Tom Curran, Chatham, NY.

I’ve always worked in wood. From making little boats
of elder wood to sail on the Hampshire streams to making
bows and arrows to play in the woods. My initial formal
training was at Stokecroft Arts in North London in the mid
70s. I followed this with six months carpentry training in a
government skill center in Sittingbourne, Kent. The icing on
the cake for me was attending Shrewsbury College of Art
and Technology in 1979-80, studying fine furniture making
with John Price, who trained with Edward Barnsley in the
Arts & Crafts furniture tradition. Since 1980, I have been
self-employed, working as a designer/maker/furniture restorer/Windsor chair collector and specialist and maker of
Windsor chairs and Welsh stick chairs.
We moved to Columbia County, NY in 2008. I’ve made
my living here restoring furniture, making new pieces, and
restoring a lot of antique tools for tool collectors, dealers,
including Lee Richmond’s ‘The Best Things’ Tools Jim
Bode Tools, and ‘Live Free or Die’ Tool Auctions of Avoca,
NY. I have been lucky enough to have been given some
great American tools to restore, including the only known
Cesor Chelor jointer plane, various planes from Francis Nicholson, several planes from Hazard Knowles (the first patentee of metal planes in America, 1827), Birdsill Holly, and
sundry other important and interesting pieces. I find the time
to make the occasional stick chair, which fascinate me in
their diversity and direct use of available materials.
I’m a member of the Regional Furniture Society of
Great Britain, CRAFTS of NJ, Mid West Tool Collectors
Association, The Early American Industries Association, and
the Austerlitz Historical Society.
I’ve given talks and presentations to:
• Mid Wales Historical Society, Tregynon Hall, Montgomeryshire, Wales
• Austerlitz, NY Historical Society
• CRAFTS of NJ
• The Early American Industries Association
• PATINA, Washington, DC
My work is in the permanent collections of Winchester Cathedral, Sir Michael and Lady Coleman, Moss & Co. Architects in the UK, and several private collections here in the
US.
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A Collector’s Journey - Tool Travel Tips
By John & Julie Kesterson
In our March issue we started off the year with John &
Julie on their tool travels. Here is an update from that
time until May. We will pick up on their travels in the
next edition of the Tool Shed. - Editor

On March 9th, we were back on the road headed to the
PATINA tool show and auction in Damascus, MD. On
Friday, March 10th, we arrived in time to help set up and
label the assigned tables. By noon, the members and dealers were busy buying, and selling, and setting up their
tools both indoors and in the parking lot across the road.
Late afternoon, the building locked down and everyone
left for dinner.
On a cold Saturday morning, March 11th, the parking
lot sales began "flashlight early" and the indoor sales began with an "early bird" start followed by the "normal
birds" until the auction around noon.
John set up
and sold in the
parking lot and
I stayed inside. It worked
great for me, I
sold tools and
talked with so
many interesting people (this
year I especially enjoyed talk- Setting up at the PATINA show on Friday.
ing with a man
from VA who breeds, hatches, and raises pigeons and attends tool shows when he is able). John came in occasionally to thaw out and warm up. This show was open to the
public and a good number of buyers were there to buy,
sales were strong indoors and outdoors. Thanks to all the
PATINA members who work so hard year after year to put
on this great show.
We stayed at the Holiday Inn in Gaithersburg, MD and
it is a great location, if you have time before or after the
show for playing tourist. Washington, DC is about a half
hour drive to the south and Gettysburg is about an hour to
the north. Both places have so much to see and do!
Ethnic restaurants are in every direction. Our favorites
are Ichiban (Japanese and Korean) which is walking distance from the hotel, and Flaming Pit (American steaks
and seafood). Both have hosted large groups of tool guys
over the years.
Sunday is our laundry and repack day. Our dirty
clothes are kept in a duffle bag and I carry soap, softener,
and quarters for trips over a week long. Monday and
Wednesday are spent with our grandchildren, Claire 11
and Reed 9. Tuesday is usually wing night or out to dinner
night with a group of friends. And Thursday we are ready
to go. The suitcases are close at hand. We keep a toiletry
THE TOOLSHED - SEPT. 2017
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bag packed with everything we might need (soap, shampoo, conditioner, deodorant, toothpaste and toothbrushes,
etc.,) and a medical bag also packed with needed supplies
(pills, band aids, Neosporin, Biofreeze, a thermometer,
etc.,). We are good to go!
On March 16th we headed for Indianapolis, IN for the
MJD listed auction on Friday, March 17th and the catalogue auction on Saturday, March 18th. The parking lot
sales and the Friday night dealer show have never drawn
many dealers (5-10). The weather can be "iffy" in Indy, we
set up with 6-8 dealers for short periods before and after
the auctions. The last dealer show had 4 set ups and shortly after the show 2 of the dealers died (we miss you John
Kinnemeyer and Don Rosebrook), Jim Bode and the Kestersons decided not to push their luck!
The Clarion Hotel is an ok place to stay and the breakfasts are a nice gathering place each morning for all the
tool people staying there. Rick's Cafe Boatyard (seafood),
Union Jack Pub (pub food and great Irish meals for St.
Patrick's Day), and Asian, Mexican, and chain restaurants
are all good choices not far away.
Coffee and donuts are offered both Friday and Saturday mornings before the auctions begin, compliments of
Martin and Kathy Donnelly. ( thank you!)
L and R Sunday, grandchildren Monday and Wednesday, friends night out Tuesday, back on the road Thursday,
March 23 (three weekends in a row)...headed for Camp
Hill, PA and the Brown Auction. The Radisson Hotel
hosts the dealer show on Friday, March 24th and the auction on Saturday, March 25th. The drive up rooms in the
back of the hotel had 4
- 5 dealers who set up
for room trading on
Thursday...years ago
room trading was
huge.... not as popular
as
it
once
was. Weather is usually not a factor for Tool trading set up outside the
this show, however, a rooms before the Brown Auction.
few years ago a heavy
snowstorm covered the area, power was lost, and the auction concluded under the emergency light in the back of
the room.
Perkins (located in parking lot) and Arooga's (sport's
bar within walking distance) are convenient restaurants. The favorites are Dukes (great food) Dockside Willies, and RockBass Grille (more upscale)....all three are
located on the Susquehanna River across from the capital
building in Harrisburg, PA....a beautiful setting!
Friday evening, Jim Gehring hosted a social event with
appetizers and drinks. It was a nice touch after buying and
selling tools all day. (Thank you Jim!)
We left Saturday afternoon and went to Adamstown,
PA to do some antique shopping, many times it becomes
antique "exercising" because we walk and walk and don't
find anything to buy!

Horse collar measure won by John at the CRAFTS Auction.

On Friday, April 7th, we headed to Oldwick, NJ for the
Crafts Auction. We arrived in time to help make sure all
the tools were there, set up, and in numerical order,
CRAFTS then supplies pizzas ("pies") and sodas (pop) for
the workers. They have done this since the 70's, when we
first started coming to the auctions.
CRAFTS was the first tool organization John joined
under the guidance of Harry O'Neal. Harry and Virginia
were good friends and we looked forward to seeing them
every year. At the auction this year, John was excited to
have purchased a horse collar measurer for his collection. After the auction, he was informed
by the previous owner, it had belonged to
Harry O'Neal.
We stay at the
Hampton Inn in Clinton, NJ and eat at
Franks (great Italian
food)! The parking
lot
sales
begin
"flashlight" early and Always good tailgate sales at the
last
till
around CRAFTS Auction.
noon. A great turnout
for the event with strong sales in the parking lot!
Back home for Easter week, we were scheduled for the
Akron Antiquarian Book Show Friday and Saturday. We
collect books - children's old moveable and pop-up books along with many others and old post cards. This is the only
book show we do and this year it was cancelled! (Home
another weekend)!
On Saturday, April
22nd John had a tool
auction in Sugar
Creek, Ohio. He does
this occasionally to
make room in his
toolshed where he
houses and works on
some of his tools.
Another
successful
auction
supplying
The parking lot sales at the Donnelly
tools for the Amish.
Auction in Nashua is full of tools.
We left after the
auction and drove to
Victor, NY and then Sunday on to Kennebunk, ME. On

Monday we drove up the coast to Red's Eats in Wisscasset,
ME for my lobster roll (3 hours is not too long to stand in
line for this lobster roll sandwich). While I waited in line,
John shopped at all the antique shops in town, then we have
lunch (John eats haddock and I eat lobster) and then we
antique shopped our way back to Kennebunk, ME. Tuesday we antique shopped our way to the Holiday Inn in
Nashua, NH for the MJD Auctions. The listed auction was
Friday, the 28th, and the catalogue auction was Saturday,
the 29th. Coffee and donuts were provided, compliments of
Kathy and Martin Donnelly (again, thank you, we enjoyed
them!) There was a small dealer show Friday night during
the
auction
preview. The rest of the
week
(Wednesday
through Saturday) was
spent in the parking lot
buying, selling, talking,
relaxing, and having a
great time or in the auction, trying to buy tools.
Killarney's Pub in the
hotel was the eating and
gathering
place
of
choice (good food, daily
specials,
reasonably The parking lot at Nashua offers
priced). There are many time to swap tool stories.
great restaurants in the
area! For breakfast (Bud's Restaurant), lunch (TJ's Deli
and Catering, Christopher's Subs and Pizza), Seafood (Surf
Restaurant, Milano's House of Pizza and Seafood), Asian
(Giant of Siam, Chiangmai Thai Restaurant, You You Japanese Bistro), Mexican (LaCarreta Mexican Restaurant,
Casa Mezcal), Italian (Fratello's), and of course, McDonalds (where you eat when you don't want to move the car)!
Shopping to the north L.L. Bean outlet) and the south of
the hotel. Most women love to go shopping during the auctions, however one woman stayed for the auction and she
bought the Caesar Chelor plane that was the focal point of
the catalogue sale. Her husband left the room during the
bidding...she scared him! Girls buy tools too!!
Saturday afternoon after the auction, I we drove to Bethel, CT, stayed at the Microtel, attended mass at St. Mary's,
and went out for dinner to our favorite Lebanese restaurant (right next to the hotel). Other favorite restaurants are
Old Heidelberg, (with the German beer garden), or Stony
Hill Diner, (Greek, Mediterranean, American food). We
stayed at the Microtel and Sunday morning we drove over
to Elephant Trunk Flea Market (walked for 2 hours) and
arrived home late afternoon.
During March and April, five tool shows and our auction and travel tips have used all the space for an article.
We will cover May through August in the next article. Good luck tool hunting and safe travels to all!
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Remembering CRAFTS Member Bill Borkowski
By Bob Garay
Our friend Bill Borkowski passed away this past July 6,
2017 at the age of 92. Bill was a long time CRAFTS member and will be remembered by many as a regular tool dealer
at our events. I would also always bump into Bill during my
searching for tools in garage sales. He had the eye of an
eagle and seemed to sniff out the best tools no matter how
buried they were. He had a rare sense
of humor that everyone did not understand. You just never knew how to
take him. Was he joking or does he
mean it. This was always the case
when you asked him how much he
wanted for a tool. If he said fifty bucks
for a $20 item you didn’t know if he
was serious or kidding you. But those
of us who knew him knew very well
that Bill had a heart of gold and enjoyed his fellow CRAFTS members.
Often when he came to our meetings
and I would help him pull out the
heavy boxes of tools and set them up in his orderly rows.
Then after the “frenzy” of tool pickers we would sit on his
tailgate and he would share half his sub with me as we hung
out.
Bill was a professional draftsman and illustrator with a
lot of talent. He worked for Bell Labs and was the head designer. Most draftsman drew with pencil so you could erase
your mistakes. Bill drew with colored pens—there was no
mistakes possible. He was a avid woodworker and was
thrilled to make all kinds of projects for his daughters. His

Protecting your Collection - An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure by Frank Bruno
Frank Bruno is an antique and tool collector who
has seen a lot of things and heard a lot of stories during his
career as a N.J. County Surrogate. Among the most surprising things that he has seen are the increasing numbers of
“well off” people with fine antiques who show up at flea
markets to sell their high-quality goods for pennies on the
dollar. When he has asked them why they are doing this they
frequently say that their kids have little interest in the items
or may be too busy to take the time to sell them.
Even though times are changing, antiques and antique tools have a lot of value. Sometimes the value is monetary sometimes it is sentimental. Either way the value is important. Frank tells the story of Grandma’s symbolic yellow
pie plate. The plate was used by the family grandmother for
many years. It had little monetary value. But the yellow plate
was pretty and a nice family memory; so the son who disposed of the estate gave it to his wife. Shortly thereafter, his
sister visited and stated that she wanted nothing from the
estate except the yellow pie plate because it had high sentimental value for her. Where upon the son had a thorny problem to deal with and one which had the potential to divide a
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real thrill in woodworking was wood lathe turning. He was a
member of the New Jersey Woodturners and enjoyed his
turning projects.
One last story about Bill and my daughter Amy. When
she was just 8 years old, I got her interested in collecting
folding rules and plumb bobs. She would study the little
Stanley pocket guide for prices and models. One year at the
picnic she brought her coin savings in rolls of penny's, nickels and dimes. While looking in a box
of folding rules that Bill had, she studied her price guide and asked Bill why
he had $10 on one when the book value said $5. Bill informed her he could
do better on the price, and she finally
settled on two rules. After paying with
her savings of change in rolls, Bill
proclaimed to the dealer next to him
that she was paying with her life savings for his tools. Well that dealer let
Bill have an earful on how much a
Grinch he was, taking her money for
those old rules. Thus, Bill said to my
daughter she could have the two folding rules and gave her
rolls of change back to her. My daughter thanked Bill. She
then walked around his table and spotted a box of plumb
bobs. When she asked Bill how much for one of them, Bill
knew he was in trouble. He smartly pulled out one of his
home made plumb bobs and gave it to her as a gift. Bill was
not a dumb dealer and knew he could not win this battle. It
is the only time I ever saw anyone get the better of Bill on a
tool deal. I, and many CRAFTS members will miss him
dearly.
family.
This problem happens frequently in families because no prior preparation was made to document how the
estate goods should be dispersed. If an amicable solution for
the symbolic yellow pie plate by the family failed, it could
wind up being contested in court. The only winners here
would be the lawyers. They will fight to the end. (To the end
of the funds, that is!)
So, an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure. All people should have a will, a living will, a Power of
Attorney, and a “personal property memorandum”. These
documents should be stored in a safe place and the family
should be told where they may be found.
The “personal property memorandum” should list
all the items that the owner cares about. The owner should
list the item, describe it clearly, and identify who should
receive it as the estate is dispersed. The “personal property
memorandum” should be referenced in the will. It is a critical document to ensure that items will find the hands of the
desired new owners.
Frank distributed a useful booklet that provides
more detail on how to prepare for the disposition of your
estate items. These booklets are available through the N.J.
County Surrogates offices.

Remembering Alex Farnham - Accomplished Artist,
Friend to the Earth, A Founder of CRAFTS
By Ivan Raupp & Steve Zluky
It is with sadness and respect that the members of
CRAFTS mark the passing of Alex Farnham one of our original seven founding members. Several of our current members
who knew Alex well have contributed their memories to this
letter to celebrate the life of a fine man who made major contributions to our knowledge and appreciation for craftsmen made
tools.
An important part of Alex’s life included seeking out worthy old tools and farm artifacts at country auctions. He and six
of his fellow tool collectors decided that it would be important
to work together to preserve the N.J. tool heritage and proceeded to do so in a more formal manner.
“Collectors of Rare and Familiar Tools Society of N.J.
(CRAFTS) was incorporated on May 6th, 1980. The purpose
was to encourage the involvement of its members in the pursuit
of knowledge of industries and trades
practiced,
implements used and made
in New Jersey and
the
preservation,
identification, classification, restoration
and exhibition of
tools and implements
that are an integral
part of our heritage.
Steve Zlucky was the
first President.
My tool collecting days began in the late 1970’s and I remember Alex very
well. He attended most auctions in North Western N.J. and
many in South Eastern Pennsylvania. Alex was unmistakable
in his long-brimmed cap and his note book ever at the ready.
He patiently recorded the selling prices of auctioned tools hour
after hour. Often this work was done under blistering sun or
bone chilling cold depending on the season. His perseverance
led to the publication of a handy tool reference guide which
was unique at that time. A novice collector could learn about
craftsman made tools and their prices. This knowledge could be
found nowhere else. Over time three editions of The Tool Collector’s Handbook were published.
All the local auctioneers knew and respected Alex. When
he quietly rose from his chair and walked to the back of the
auction crowd few people may have noticed. But the veteran
tool collectors noticed. They knew that something good was
coming up soon and it was wise to pay special attention. Alex
had a keen eye for amusing auction behavior and he was
known for humorously recounting some of the bidding conflicts and misunderstandings that occurred at auctions that he
attended.
Several of our members have emphasized that Alex was
one of the earliest advocates for the collection and preservation

WANT ADS
Help With Tool Collections - I can assist you with tool collection. Finding buyers for your tools., total shop cleanouts.
Call Bob Garay (973) 398-5875 or email- takeadip@optonline.net.
Authentic Tools for tr aditional tr ades –
jane@shorthillstudio.com
www.TimelessToolsandTreasures.com - 603-588-2603
Need Help disposing of your tools or home items? Entir e
or partial house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky at 908
-534-2710.
JIMBODETOOLS.COM – The lar gest antique tool website on earth buying and selling fine antique tools. Call Jim
at 518-537-8665 or email jim@jimbodetools.com.
The Tool Exchange –Australia’s home of fine old tools for
sale. Our website has over 18,000 photos of tools. We ship
to over 30 countries. www.toolexchange.com.au
WV Tools: CRAFTS member and eBay seller concentr ating on bitstock tools and more.
Check Out – Tom Lamond’s yester year stools.com, an
internet magazine on hand tools, their makers and their
markings.
Wanted - Bell System tools and electr ician’s plier s. Ted
Davidson 609-731-6915
Antique Tool Restoration - John Porritt, Spencertown, NY.
518-392-0603, email - PORRITT3@GMAIL.COM
Whitney House Antiques Tool Shop - Antique & user quality tools for sale - Lafayette Mill Antique Center, Lafayette,
NJ - www.whitneyhousetoolshop.com
Wanted - Stanley rules in Very Good to Fine condition: Nos. 4, 14(6", 2f), 59, 70, 76, 77, 78. Stew May, 201907-0823
Wanted - Better planes by Gr ant, Mar ley, Alfor d,
J.Stiles, SE Jones, C.Allen, Tobey, Oothoudt, Jamain,
Douglass. E.Baldwin Call -,Joe Hauck, 908-236-2072.
of old tools. In the 1970’s many antiquarian collectors walked
by the “dirty’ old tools. Real “treasurers” were left for the astute to collect. Today, many of these early finds purchased for a
few bucks are now worth hundreds or thousands. Who knew?
Well, Alex was one who did.
Alex served for many years on the CRAFTS Board of Directors. He hosted the CRAFTS Picnic at his beautiful farm in
Kingwood Township. He was available as resource to anyone
who needed information about an old tool.
Alex’s “piece de resistance” were two books focusing on
N.J. Tool makers. Early Tools of New Jersey and the Men who
made Them. These books provide valuable information researched by Alex and information that is impossible to find
anywhere else. Alex, thank you sincerely!
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CRAFTS of New Jersey
15 N. River Styx Rd.
Hopatcong, NJ 07843

TOOL EVENTS
Aug. 25 – MWTCA Area P Meet. Adamstown, PA Don
Starked@aol.com (717)367-5207.
Sept. 10 - CRAFTS Picnic - Life Camp, Pottersville, NJ - John
Czekaj - 908-938-2368
Sept. 15-16 – Donnelly Antique Tool Auction, Nashua, NH
www.mjdtools.com, 800-869-0695.
Sept. 30 – David Stanley Auction, England, David Stanley,
www.davidstanley.com, 011-44-1530-222320.

Oct. 21-22 – Jacktown – Fall Harvest and Sawmill Show,
www.jacktown.org, 610-588-6900.

Dues Notice: On July 1st we sent you a dues notice. If you have not paid your 2017 dues, this will
be your last Tool Shed and your membership will
expire. We value your membership. To maintain
it, please forward a check for $15 to:
Stew May
391 Sagamore Ave.
Teaneck, NJ 07666
CRAFTS Picnic - Sept 10 will offer the chance for all
members to set up tailgate tool sales for free. Here is a great
chance to exchange some of your tools for cash. Heck you can
then use that cash to purchase more fine tools.

Oct. 27-28 – Brown Antique Tool Auction, Camp Hill, PA, Jim
Gehring, www.finetools.com.

Set up a organized display of tools following a theme. Antique
tools are offered as prizes for the best displays. Criteria for
judging is based on a neat structured presentation of the tools
with information for the viewers. Also a “1 Tool Display” is
offered for members to exhibit. Again prizes are given for the
best of these - 1 Tool Displays - and based on it presentation
and information for the viewer.

Nov. 5 – Crafts of NJ Monthly Meeting, Masonic Lodge, High
Bridge, NJ, Ivan Raupp, ivanraupp@aol.com.

Additionally, remember to participate in our many other tool
contests that also offer prizes.

Oct. 20-21 – Donnelly Antique Tool Auction, Indianapolis, IN
www.mjdtools.com, 800-869-0695.

Lastly don’t forget to bring a desert - my favorite part of lunch
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